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Overview
The world is facing great challenges of climate change and environmental pollution. On November 30, 2015,
President Jinping Xi promised to the world that China would reduce total carbon emission and carbon emission
intensity. China is facing severe situation of carbon reduction. In recent years, a lot of provinces have being suffered
serious haze weather in China, and the situation of reducing air pollution is severe. The special energy structure of
China determines that effective power administration is critical to energy saving, emission reduction, and carbon
reducing. However, the current administration mechanism for energy saving and carbon reducing, which check the
achievement effect of each province individually, is not beneficial to optimization of energy and resource
distribution, and cannot encourage power saving and carbon reducing of each province. It is vital for China to build
mechanism of interprovincial collaborative management for power-saving and carbon-reducing.
The paper is organised as follows: After the introduction the second section constructs an interprovincial cooperative
game model for power-saving and carbon-reducing(ICGM) that consists of two parts. The third section is the case
study on interprovincial union of Shanghai–Sichuan–Shanxi-Gansu in China. In section four we conduct sensitive
anlysis to test parameter’s effects on benefit improvement of power consumption and carbon reduction.

Methods
we construct an interprovincial cooperative game model for power-saving and carbon-reducing(ICGM) that consists
of two parts: (1) an optimization model that calculates the optimal quantities of power consumption and power
production for each participating province to meet the joint energy-saving goal and carbon-reducing goal; and (2) a
model that distribute the economic benefit of the cooperation (i.e., benefit by power usage and carbon ruducing )
among the provinces in the cooperation based on the Shapley value method.

Results
We applied the ICGM to the case of interprovincial union of Shanghai–Sichuan–Shanxi-Gansu in China. The results,
based on the data from 2001–2014, show that cooperation can significantly improve benefit of power usage and
carbon reduction of each province in the union.

Conclusions
ICGM can significantly promote power saving and carbon reducing much better by check the performance of the
cooperation union instead of each province individually than the current administration mechanism. Shaplye value
method is a reasonable benefit allocation method for power consumption benefit and carbon reducing benefit in
interprovincial cooperation union.
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